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So you still need proof that hip hop is getting so twisted? Ex TV dad and Ex Pudding Pop
spokesman aka Bill Cosby is releasing a hip hop album; well not really.

  

He is a hip hop, pop and jazz soundtrack as a backdrop for his ‘stories’. Cosby said he doesn’t
rap on the album because rap is "profane for no reason". The ex pudding pop spokesman said
"I do not rap on any of these things. I wouldn’t know how to fix my mouth to say some of the
words.”

  

So he is just riding the hip hop bubble using the hip hop cultures beats and flow to sell albums.
Talk about falling for the okey dokie.

  

Cosby goes on to say "(The album is) the opposite of what I think is the profanity for no
particular reason, the misogyny for no particular reason. It really looks at the frustration and the
anger that a young man may have." Cosby is 70 years old, so we know he understands the
struggle that the many in the hip hop community face everyday just for looking ‘hip hop’.

  

And wait Cosby doesn’t want this hip hop / rap record to be his last, ge adds "We can do even
better. The next one will be even more cheerleading." So apparently his street knowledge
runnith over and he is planning a Vol.2 to share it with the hip hop community. So much
knowledge to give to a genre he has spoke out on many times.

  

Cosby Narratives Vol. 1: State of Emergency is slated for release next month. Now there is
proof hip hop is very twisted now a days. Kinda reminds you of Deloris C. Tucker. She too didn’t
like rap or hip hop but wanted in when she thought she could make a buck.
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